This Paper studies the effect of redial calls attempt on answer seize rate parameter and we show new modeling of ASR. In previous analysis of ASR only the expected value of successful calls was expressed as ASR value. ASR is the most important parameter in the teletraffic measurement. Because it has one by one relation between charging and subscriber's satisfaction. The ASR parameter expresses the successfully rate in all of the our trying at the communication set (subscriber-switch-transfer to access the desired result. Then studying about it is very important.
INTRODUCTION
The sketch of ASR based on redial calls attempt will reach us to capable result that guide us to improve ASR. A very interesting note about ASR that we emphasize on it, is that: when number of redial calls attempt increase, ASR rate decreases and the best value of ASR is in the first and second calls attempt. Then the first and second calls attempt is more important for us .we describe this : that how successfully calls play positive feedback role to improve ASR and reciprocal unsuccessfully calls play to decrease ASR. The importance of ASR especially distinguished at traffic pick hours.
When our resource is finite and we most support all of subscriber demand .Here, ASR parameter effects on availability parameter. For simulating this parameter at first we consider subscribers behavior. The probability distribution function and statistical model of subscriber behavior can help us to simulate this parameter as good as possible .when we observe the number of calls (N) with number of calls Completed (M) ASR is shown . But in fact we observe Another behavior.
we suppose K unsuccessfully records belonged to one subscriber. Now if this subscriber decided to answer at second calls (then K-2 unsuccessfully call records will be removed from our set and then :
Now if we increase time and register N records then :
We show how successfully calls play positive feedback role to improve ASR and reciprocal unsuccessfully calls play to decrease ASR. Unfortunately Unsuccessful calls in addition to decrease ASR increasing seize, for example: especially when one route is blocked or cutting off the seize number of this route decrease about 2, 3or four times. And it is very important at traffic pick hours. Because our source can not handle this number of seize. If at one route ASR is %50 and number of seize was 2000 record. Then number of answer is 1000 records. Now if we attempt to improve ASR about %66 then all of seize become 1515 records and then 485 unsuccessfully records removed from our set. Because only the result or answer was desired for us. A Very interesting question which we love to answer is: when one subscriber attempt call is not completed. What is the probability that caller decides to redial and how many does he or she attempts call? Answer to this question expresses in the subscriber set behaviors. Where the subscriber attempt calls, until
the probability gets answer near the ASR rate.
SUBSCRIBER BEHAVIOR
When subscriber calls attempt is not completed at first time the caller maybe attempts new call after a short time. After several redial, if the call is not completed the caller decides to drop the call attempt. When we observe the calls attempt we will see that the number of redial calls attempt decrease exponentially .on the other hand subscriber behavior show when first call is not completed the subscriber that decide to attempt new call decrease and when second attempt is not completed the subscriber who decides to attempt new call decreasing and decreasing….. Then the subscriber that attempt only one time, has the maximum number of calls attempt in our observation .Fortunately, this subscriber has the maximum value of ASR .then if the number of redial calls attempt increase the number of calls attempt and ASR value decrease. In simulation of ASR sketch, we can show various statistical models such as exponentially,... Because it is possible that several subscribers decide to call with one subscriber at destination in one period of time. event that we met usually happen and influence ASR. The main reason for low ASR rate with increasing redial calls attempt for high traffic subscribers is that when one subscriber call becomes successful, another calls attempt is blocked due to subscriber busy, and until this call ends, every attempt decreases ASR .Here increasing access holding time (AHT) can decrease ASR. In fact when AHT decreases for this subscriber ASR increases exponentially.
We continue our studies with one numerical example. We consider subscriber that have two calls attempt and We suppose: Probability of call completed at first attempt= Then :
Probability of call is not completed at first attempt= If probability of completed call at second attempt was as first (p=2/3). then ASR rate was constant. But in fact ASR is not constant . Now if we consider ASR equal ½ for second attempt then it consequently from (1): p=1/3 and then q=2/3 for second attempt When we have 3 calls attempt then we have:
(2) ASR= 3 / 9 2 9 1 9 1 2 9 4 9 4 2 9
The first phrase in second eq. express probability that all tree calls attempt were successful then its coefficient is 3 . the probability of call was success at first attempt was Consequently for n redial attempts we have:
The probability of call completion at first attempt for high traffic subscribers usually is lower than low traffic subscriber's .
CONCLUSION
ASR is the most important parameter in teletraffic measurement .In this paper we consider this parameter variable with redial calls attempt . The variability of this parameter can help us to understand a better sense about traffic observation, especially we can consider this information to sketch better and better plan at future. By ASR sketch we can predict calls successfully rate based on redial calls attempt. Also ASR exponentially sketch tell us and our subscribers that their chance to complete calls Will decrease when redial calls attempt increase. then we can get the better and better desired result .in future paper we show the best period time that has maximum chance of successful call rate .we saw 3 when AHT decrease for high traffic subscriber, ASR value increase, consequently we can improve national and international ASR rate with decrease local and tolls AHT.
